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Hello
Dearest
Friends, Family, and Colleagues:

W

e miss you and are more
than excited to get back
to doing what we do best—
making fantastic images together.
MJ68 Productions has always been
committed to the health and well
being of our crew, clients, and all
those with whom we work. Now, in
light of COVID-19, we are determined
to get ahead of the curve in helping
guide and develop new protocols for
our industry in order to get back to
work safely and healthfully.
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It is a new day for production and
we are all trying to figure out how
to paint the picture of what set life
looks like. Our team has been talking
to medical professionals, consulting
trusted on-line resources like the
CDC, and speaking with many
professionals in every aspect of
our industry to see what people are
thinking about in creating the new
normal.
There are going to be some
substantial changes which affect
each and every one of us. Health

questionnaires and frequent hand
washing will be required. How we all
interact with each other on set will
need to adjust. The timing of the
work day will need to accommodate
a slower arrival for each person
coming to set. How we eat, snack,
handle equipment, everything will be
impacted. We have tried our best
to consolidate our findings here in
this document. It by no means is
THE WORD on the subject, but the
beginnings of a guide for a new way
of life on set.

Please pass this around to everyone
you know. We are closely monitoring
developments and would love any
feedback you have to give on the
matter. We will be continuously
updating this guide to meet the
latest standards set by government
agencies and our industry at large.

We all are in this together. Let’s get
back to creating!!!

Trusted
Resour
ces
MJ68
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World Health Organization
Workplace Preparedness
Testing

www.osha.gov/Publications/
OSHA3990.pdf

https://covid19.lacounty.gov/
testing/

Los Angeles General info

www.publichealth.lacounty.gov/
media/Coronavirus/

State of CA General info

https://covid19.ca.gov

Workplace Preparedness

Guidelines from the CDC

www.osha.gov/Publications/
OSHA3990.pdf

www.cdc.gov

- COVID-19 Information

.../coronavirus/2019-nCoV/index.
html

- Hand washing

.../healthywater/hygiene/hand/
handwashing.html

- Cough and Sneeze Etiquette

- Cleaning / Dissenfecting
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www.who.int

.../healthywater/hygiene/
etiquette/coughing_sneezing.html

.../coronavirus/2019-ncov/preventgetting-sick/disinfecting-yourhome.html

Clients Please
Consider
MJ68

•

Flexibility and compassion need to be
at the forefront of everything from preproduction through delivery.

•

To allow for a calm and careful
approach to production, many are
recommending limiting the work day
to 10 hours in order to keep the crew
rested and immune systems strong.

•
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Given all of the new protocols for health
and hygiene on set, it is reasonable to
expect many aspects of set life taking
more time.

PRODUCTIONS

•

It is imperative to consider a reasonable
daily shot count to accommodate
potentially shorter and slower days, and
how this might then affect the number
of shoot days for any given production.

•

We need to continue to evaluate our
old practices in light of what is now
currently necessary for cast and crew
to feel and remain safe, healthy, and
comfortable on set.

Arrival
On Set
MJ68
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Check In
With
Medic
Created by scribble.glyph
from the Noun Project

Temperature Check
Until we have a vaccination for COVID-19,
we’ll need to plan for a more detailed
arrival which will include a Check-in with
a set medic.
Health Questionnaire Verified
Everyone on the call sheet will have
scheduled arrival times and practice 6 foot
distancing while they line up to check in.
The medic will be responsible for taking
temperatures and verifying that health
questionnaires have been filled out prior

to arriving on set. They will
also go over all expected health
protocols with every visitor to
the set each day.
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Created by MD RIDUWAN MOLLA
from the Noun Project

Release of Liability of Covid -19
Related Illness Verified
Created by Ilya Kolbin
from the Noun Project

Personal
Protect
ive
MJ68

Equi
pment
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It will be recommended that everyone bring
their own PPE (Personal Protective EQ) from
home.
However, MJ68 will always provide suitable
masks and hand sanitizer at the check in station.
Gloves will be distributed where appropriate.
Proper use of gloves is essential for their
effectiveness ( link below ). Hand washing
and sanitizing is the preferred method for
controlling transmission.
More specialized equipment, like full face
masks, will be available as needed.

PROPER GLOVE REMOVAL:
https://www.cdc.gov/vhf/ebola/pdf/posterhow-to-remove-gloves.pdf

Produc
tion
MJ68
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Hand washing stations will be
added to each production. Cast
and crew will be required to wash
their hands with soap and water
periodically (recommended every
hour).
Created by Viral faisalovers
from the Noun Project

Hand sanitizer with at least
60% alcohol will be visible and
available in multiple areas on
set.
Created by Viral faisalovers
from the Noun Project

Disposable disinfecting wipes
will be available and commonly
used surfaces can be wiped
down by cast and crew before
each use.

Created by parkjisun
from the Noun Project

Production will also have one
dedicated PA / craft service crew
member whose sole purpose
is to focus on cleaning and
disinfecting.

San
itation
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All communal areas, tables, etc.
must be wiped down periodically
with a disinfectant cleaning
agent.
COVID-19 safety protocol
signage will be posted
throughout the set and base
camp

MJ68

Equipment
Handling
01.
02.
03.
04.
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ONLY the department who works with
specific gear should handle that gear.
Grips handle grip EQ.
Electricians handle Electric EQ.
Prop Master Handles Props, and so
on.

Each Department is responsible for
cleaning and disinfecting their EQ Each
day.
ALL walkie talkies will be disinfected
nightly .
Batteries will be disinfected in-between
uses.

PRODUCTIONS

01.
02.
03.
04.
05.

Only the DIT or Digital Tech will be behind
the monitor at any time.
Additional stations for each art director
or client will need to be provided so they
can approve images or footage while
maintaining a distance.
For those clients and agency that do not
wish to attend the shoot, a live feed will
be made available so they can review and
approve remotely.
Producers will need to account for this extra
equipment that helps maintain a distance.
Each person working is required to keep
their personal workstation disinfected
throughout the day.

Digital
Capture
Station

Cater
ing
MJ68
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Some possible scenarios:

01.

Boxed and individually sealed meals to be
distributed.

02.
03.

Staggering crew through the meal line.
“French Lunch”—individuals can break
away as they can to take a 20 minutes
break over the course of 2-3 hours.

04.

If a buffet is set up, only the server will be
able to touch any of the food and a barrier
will be set up separating diners from the

It sounds lonely, but social
distancing will apply to meals.
Our protocol will tailor to
each shoot in order to provide
the best and safest experience
we can provide.

←–
6 FT
–→
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serving table.

05.

If crew size warrants, we will set up two
dining stations on opposite sides of the
base camp.

For all Meals Regardless:

01.

Only individually wrapped utensils will be
provided on set for any dining scenario.

02.
03.

Social distancing will be strictly enforced.
Hand washing stations will be present.

Craft
Service
MJ68

PRODUCTIONS

01.
02.
03.
04.

05.
06.

←–
6 FT
–→
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07.

There will be a dedicated craft service
department who will be working directly
with the on set medic to help keep the set
safe and hygienic.
Craft service crew will be required to wash
their hands every 30 minutes, as well as
before and after they handle food.
Only the craft service crew may touch
any 5 gallon water dispenser, IF they are
available on set.
In order to limit the amount of contact
with the craft service table or cart, the
craft service department will be the
only person(s) allowed to touch the craft
service table and cart.
All foods will be individually wrapped—
Bring your own apple, unfortunately.
A barrier will be set up between crew and
any craft service cart
Gloves and a grabber will be required to
grab drinks out of any ice cooler

War
drobe
MJ68

+

PRODUCTIONS

01.

All rented wardrobe will be cleaned before
and after use.

02.
03.

Only one talent in the trailer at a time.
Please note that some vendors will no
longer accept returns

04.

Consider having talent work in their own
clothes—they can work with the stylist and
virtually shop through their closets

05.

As much as possible, have ONLY the
individual talent (preferably) and stylist
handle the wardrobe.

06.

Glasses and jewelry must be disinfected
with a disinfectant which will not cause
damage.

07.

All props will be disinfected before and
after handling by talent.
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Props

08.

No one but the prop stylist and the talent
may handle props

HMU

MJ68
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01.

PPE must be worn during the entirety of
any person to person contact

02.

Only one talent in the makeup area at a
time

03.

Chair and make up area to be disinfected
in between each talent

04.
05.

Only one brush, applicator, etc per talent
All make up should be prepped into
individual containers per talent

06.
07.

Only remove talent mask when essential
All reusable tools, hairbrushes, combs, etc
must be disinfected in between uses

08.

Talent to remove their own make up to
reduce contact

09.

Consider having talent show up with their
own make-up.
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Trans
port
MJ68

01.
02.
03.
04.
05.
06.

Any need for a pass van will require higher
capacity vehicles to allow for more space
between riders
There will be a limited number of riders
allowed per trip—this will extend the
amount of shuttle trips it will take to
transport an entire crew to locations, and
therefore will require more time.
The vehicle will be disinfected in between
each trip it takes and after each passenger
who rides.
Windows are to remain open to allow for
better ventilation.
Driving individually will always be
recommended on tech scouts and driving
between locations.
Individuals must always move their own
vehicles

ation
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Loca
tions
PRODUCTIONS

01.
02.
03.

Private locations will require cleaning
crews before and after shooting
ONLY essential people will be allowed in a
private location.
Locations must be selected to limit base
camp moves

Cast
ing
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01.
02.
03.
04.
05.

When possible, we will cast from card
submissions.
Once the short list of talent options is
selected, talent will submit a current video
shot of themselves for further review.
If live casting is required, Only one talent is
allowed in the casting room at a time. The
others will wait at the recommended social
distance.
Clients should always select a minimum
of two back up talent whom we will have
on hold in the event the hero becomes
unavailable
Both Hero talent and back up selections
will be called the day before they are due
on set to check their health and availability.

Plan
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“We at MJ68 Productions value your input and feedback as we navigate into this new
era of production together. Please feel free to reach out with any thoughts, additions,
concerns, updates, things we did not think about, things we wish we had thought of,
things that you think we were thinking but didn’t mention, things you thought we were
thinking and did mention, but you have a better way to say it…..
we are also taking recipes and playlists.”

For all of it:

info@mj68.com
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